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 Milabs are legitimate alien abductees who are trained by elements of the 

deep black military to perform specific tasks.  Some milabs have developed a 

dissociative ability because of childhood abuse or some other trauma. This 

dissociative ability is exploited by the milab controllers oftentimes in horrible 

and sadistic ways.  Coercive manipulative techniques such as Behavior Modifica-

tion and Mind Control are utilized on milabs to prepare them for use by their 

military controllers.  Milabs can be used in a variety of ways.  Milabs can be 

divided into various categories based on the manner in which they are used.  

Regardless of the category milabs are in, they can all be brought together for 

mass examinations, inoculations, training and for other reasons when necessary.   

 

The term “Milab” was first coined by Austrian researcher Dr. Helmut 

Lammer.  Unfortunately Dr. Lammer seems to think that every eyewitness report 

of an alien by a milab is the result of government mind control.  This is very 

much like putting the ox before the cart.  What came first?  Aliens or government 

mind control ops?  I doubt if Dr. Lammer has spent any amount of time research-

ing alien abductions.  His pre-conceived bias against the reality of alien abduc-

tions precludes any possibility of objective research into the subject.  There are 

some “researchers” who insist that all eyewitness reports of aliens are the result 

of government mind control and then there are the debunkers from the False 

Memory Syndrome who insist that there is no such thing as mind control, despite 

the voluminous documentation obtained from the government.  To cover all their 

bases, government mind controllers have shown fake aliens to Project Monarch 

type mind control survivors and the latter have dutifully reported these bogus 

encounters in books they have written. 

 

 

What are Milabs? 

 

 In all likelihood milabs have some kind of genetic marker that identifies 

them as legitimate alien abductees. This notion is buttressed by the fact that alien 

abductees who have served in the armed forces have described mind control, 

medical experimentation and other coercive measures perpetrated upon them 

during their stints in the military. 

 

They have also described being utilized in covert operations while in a 

mind controlled state.  Some of them have been shown advanced technology and 

have witnessed non-human life forms in underground and above ground installa-

tions.   
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 Externally imposed amnesia and selective memory erasure utilizing narco-

hynosis and other methods have been applied to these active duty military abduc-

tees by their controllers to make them forget the experiences.  Sometimes they 

are treated by psychologist during their stint in the military.  Even after their 

stint in the military is over, some milabs may be treated by military doctors and 

military psychologists as Veterans Administration outpatients.  This is done to 

ensure the milab does not recover any memories.  In the event they do, they can 

be quickly manipulated to forget the experiences.  Many of these milabs continue 

to be used in deep black ops long after their service in the military has ended.  

On the other hand, there are those milabs who have never served a day in the 

military but are kept under constant monitoring and surveillance just the same.  

Some civilian milabs have been conditioned by their military controllers to train 

for and obtain employment in occupations that require a high degree of physical 

conditioning and knowledge of medicine, field craft and fire science.   

 

 This prepares them for some of the physical hardships they will undergo 

during milab training and the possible life or death scenarios they may find 

themselves in as milab operatives.  Many milabs have been shown futuristic 

visions of a coming apocalypse or cataclysmic series of events on the surface.  

These possible futuristic events run the gamut from civil unrest, all out urban 

warfare involving foreign troops, germ warfare,  natural disasters, and missile 

attacks.  Escape and evasion training is routinely given to many milabs.  Leader-

ship training and group survival skills are also taught to milabs with an emphasis 

on decision making under duress.  Later in this treatise I will elaborate on how 

the different occupations and personal attributes of milabs will be exploited by 

their military controllers.  For example, those with a scientific or medical back-

ground may find themselves doing similar work in an underground facility in an 

alter personality under mind control.  On the other hand, there are those milabs 

who are not switched into an alter personality mode during their experiences and 

retain fully conscious awareness. 

   

 This is more commonly reported when a milab undergoes “routine” expe-

riences such as medical exams.  It sometimes suits the milab controllers to allow 

their wards some degree of waking consciousness to scare them if nothing else.  I 

know of one female milab who was being punished for being uncooperative.  She 

was injected with a drug that completely immobilized her and yet allowed her to 

retain full waking consciousness.  As she lay with her eyes closed on a medical 

exam table, the scientist told her that if she didn’t start cooperating, they could 

and would leave her in this permanent state of paralysis.  It is what I call the 

“Silent Scream” technique.  The mere thought of being left permanently in that 

condition terrifies most milabs into cooperating with the milab controllers.  In 

this case, the female milab was refusing to give a one hundred per cent effort 

during her military style training.   

 

 One of the means used to “extract” milabs from their homes is for a 

controller to call them on the telephone at night and say a phrase or a series of 
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numbers the moment the milab answers the phone.  The phone call is sometimes 

timed to catch the milab when he or she is in bed and wearing night clothes.  

Upon hearing the phrase or the number sequence, the milab “switches” into an 

alter state and hangs up the phone.  He or she then walks outdoors in bare feet 

and night clothes.  Waiting outside is a white military van.   The milab automati-

cally walks to the rear of the van.  Milab handlers get out of the van and open up 

the rear doors.  The milab is placed inside the van and the van drives away.  

 After one such abduction, the kidnapped milab noticed that the van was 

starting to travel on a downhill gradient.  It was not a steep incline but steep 

enough for the milab to notice.  The moment this particular milab entered the 

rear of the van, a woman in a nurse’s uniform said to her “Hi Jean.”  Now in her 

normal state of consciousness, Jean responded “You people again?!!   What the 

hell do you want this time?”  The van was driven down this slight downhill 

gradient for some time until the van stopped and the rear doors were opened 

whereupon Jean found herself in an underground facility.   

 

 (“Jean” is a pseudonym.  Jean is the same woman known as “D” in David 

Icke’s “Children of the Matrix” book.   “D” has had numerous milab experiences 

at China Lake and George Air Force Base in the Southern California high desert.  

The anonymous writer who described some of “D’s” experiences in the Children 

of the Matrix was me.  That description of D’s experiences with reptilians, greys 

and the military was supposed to be part of a private e-mail correspondence 

between myself and another American researcher!  Then it wound up on the 

Reptilian Archives of David Icke’s website. I am personal friends with “Jean/D” 

and she hates it when people use her info without asking her.  So “D,” if you’re 

reading this, my apologies.) 

 

 Military controllers have been known to boldly walk up to the house 

during daylight hours when the husband has already left for work, and utilize a 

“black box” that renders all the occupants of the household including any dogs or 

cats, unconscious.  The targeted milab is often unaffected by the emissions of 

this black box and is then taken away to a military facility. This tactic has been 

utilized in remote or sparsely populated areas.  Other devices used to subdue 

milabs within their homes include an aerosol can that emits a spray that leaves a 

milab listless and unable to resist.  This aerosol spray has been described as 

having a “citrus-like” odor.  Electric prods have also been utilized to subdue 

milabs prior to kidnapping them and taking them away to a military facility. 

 

 

Hostile Interrogations and Torture of Milabs 
 

 Milabs are sometimes brought to a military facility, the locations of which 

are oftentimes underground, and are subjected to hostile interrogations and 

outright torture.  The “interrogations” are really not interrogations at all.  Usu-

ally the milab, very often a female milab, is asked the same question over and 

over.  It is a question that the milab cannot answer because she doesn’t know the 
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answer.  The female milab may be injected with a drug or she may have a drug 

introduced into her system by intravenous drip.  The real purpose behind the 

interrogation is to provide her captors with an excuse to torture her.  She may be 

made to sit on a chair with her arms tied to the back of the chair and her ankles 

tied to the legs of the chair.  The interrogators may use hand-held devices that 

give her a powerful electric shock.  They may shock her quite close to her heart.  

After they strip her of her clothing they may even shove the device up her vagina 

and shock her from within her body.  The female milab may also be suspended 

from the ceiling, hanging either by her arms or her feet.  During this entire 

ordeal she will receive numerous slaps, punches and kicks from her captors.   

 

 I have known of cases where the woman thus suspended and tortured 

suffered damage to the cervical area of her neck and had her shoulder dislocated.  

During these torture sessions, the female milab may lose consciousness several 

times.  The military may gang rape the woman.  Sometimes the military rapists 

are mind controlled themselves, sometimes they are not.  The higher ranking 

officers in the room may not be mind controlled but the interrogator may be 

under mind control.  If any of the military men cannot attain an erection during 

the gang rape phase, they are removed from the room and may themselves be 

subject to beatings and electric shocks.  The woman may be raped by dozens of 

men in this fashion in a sadistic sexual onslaught that may last for hours.  Some-

times the woman may completely dissociate during this traumatic ordeal.  She 

may leave her body and float above the other people in the room in her astral 

state and watch what the military is doing to her body.   

 

 Some of the higher ranking officers may wear uniforms that include the 

jackets and ribbons.  Some of the enlisted personnel may wear “B.D.U.s” or 

Battle Dress Utilities.  Some of the military personnel especially those doing the 

raping may start off wearing civilian clothes.  Based on the descriptions most 

often given by the female milabs, the military rapists are most likely enlisted 

personnel.  This is based on their generally youthful appearance.  One or more 

branches of the service may be represented within these torture rooms.  Some 

officers may be with the Army while some others may be with the Navy or Air 

Force.  Sometimes all the personnel involved are from only one branch of the 

service. 

 

 The real purpose behind all this sadistic torture, as demented as it sounds, 

is to “splinter the splinters” i.e. fragment the female milab’s already dissociated 

and fragmented mind.   This allows the military controllers to do the following: 

store information in a particular compartment in her mind; extract information 

from a particular compartment in her mind; utilize her in astral and remote 

viewing ops at a deeper psychic level; and ensure the milab forgets the whole 

traumatic experience.   

 

 The military feel that the female milab’s psi abilities will be at their peak 

only after she has endured this kind of torture.  I am somewhat dubious of this 
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demented “reasoning.”  From the short-term standpoint the female milabs thus 

abused may indeed have higher than normal psi abilities, but in the long term the 

female milabs may be more uncooperative.  The female milabs I have spoken to 

that have endured such experiences express nothing but contempt and hatred for 

their controllers, whereas in the past they may have been more cooperative.  

There are many female milabs that would gladly volunteer and work for the 

milab controllers in order to avoid the torture I’ve just described.  Oftentimes the 

female milab being tortured is told that her children or other family members 

may be killed or similarly tortured if she refuses to answer the questions given to 

her.  Sometimes the military controllers will abduct and torture close family 

members of the female milab to let her know that they are serious and not to be 

trifled with.  You can imagine how the female milab feels after one of her chil-

dren reports having a bad dream of being beaten and tortured by military person-

nel.  Especially in light of what had happened to her. 

 

 By abusing and torturing female milabs in this fashion, the military 

accomplishes two inter-related goals:  First, the female milab is terrified beyond 

belief and her psyche is fragmented even more than it was in the past thus ena-

bling her controllers to utilize her psychic abilities when they are presumably at 

their peak;  Second, the systematic abuse meted out to the female milabs pro-

vides “training” for military personnel and conditions them to behave in this 

fashion without any compunctions or guilt whatsoever.  Some military men are 

not cut out for this kind of work and may be removed from this program if they 

cannot torture or rape these women. 

 

 Other forms of torture meted out to female milabs involves restraining 

them in a chair and prying their eyelids open with a mechanical device.  This 

device then shines a painfully bright light into their eyes.  Oftentimes a symbol 

is flashed repeatedly into the open eyes of the female milab.  Both male and 

female milabs may be “beamed” with an electromagnetic weapon to inflict pain.  

During the sleep state, certain electromagnetic frequencies infuse images into the 

milab’s mind.  Little black balls that fly around the household and have been 

seen to enter the heads of milabs are another form of remote control.  Male 

milabs have been known to become angry and physically abusive the moment 

one of these black balls enters their heads.  According to female milabs who are 

the spouses or the girlfriends of the males thus manipulated, these black balls are 

military in origin.  They are not an ET device. 

                 

 

Astral Operators 
 

 Milabs, due to their alien manipulated DNA, have innate paraphysical 

abilities. These paraphysical abilities, in conjunction with conditioned behavioral 

responses and in some cases a dissociative ability, are exploited in a variety of 

ways by the military controllers.  Milabs can be utilized as “multi-task plat-

forms.”  Some milabs are “astral operators” that can be instantaneously sent to 
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any part of the world to report back Intelligence to their controllers in “real 

time.”  The controllers can speak to the milab from the military installation and 

the milab can verbally report what their astral “eyes” are observing at a distant 

location. Astral operators do not have the inherent limitations of overhead im-

agery satellites.   

 

 It’s possible that their astral bodies may be transported to targets via the 

Global Positioning System (GPS) or some variant thereof.  It is not unusual to 

have targeting systems “piggy backed” onto the GPS.  It is certainly within the 

technological capability of the deep black military to initiate an out-of-body 

experience within a milab and then “lock on” to the astral operator’s unique 

electromagnetic signature and send the astral operator anywhere in the world 

above or below ground.  I am basing this supposition on anecdotal testimony 

provided by milabs who have been utilized as astral operators in conjunction 

with the known capabilities of targeting satellites.   

 

 It is a documented fact that the CIA and other intelligence agencies have 

utilized electromagnetic frequencies upon unwitting and unwilling subjects in 

mind control projects.  Specific electromagnetic frequencies directed upon 

human beings can bring about certain predictable results.  These predictable 

results run the gamut from nervous anxiety, the extremes of emotions, uncon-

sciousness, hallucinations, nausea, and numerous other reactions. These predict-

able neurological and physiological responses are the desired outcome and form 

the basis for so-called “Non Lethal Weapons” especially those described as 

“Active Denial” weapons.  Active Denial weapons are electromagnetic in nature 

and are designed to create extreme discomfort within individually targeted 

people if they stray into areas deemed off-limits.  These weapons are also effec-

tive for “crowd dispersal.” 

 

 The bottom line is that Out-of-Body Experiences (OBEs) can be externally 

triggered by utilizing certain electromagnetic frequencies upon a human being.  

Aliens frequently use this technique upon abductees during certain phases of the 

Aliens long-term involvement with a given abductee. 

 

 Former military remote viewer Joe McMoneagle has stated that intelli-

gence derived from remote viewing without the benefit of predetermined proto-

cols is worthless.  Tell it to the military controllers who utilize astral operators in 

the fashion described above.  The controllers have absolutely no moral qualms 

about utilizing milabs in any way they deem fit.  As far as they are concerned the 

end justifies the means. 

 

 Milabs can be used in a more “traditional” remote viewing fashion.  They 

can be made to recline on a padded chair or lay flat on their back.  A military 

controller can them guide them through the remote viewing process.  One female 

milab has described feeling as if she is physically at the location where her 

controllers had sent her. 
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 She found herself in an underground tunnel system quite close to a num-

ber of people.  From her description of these people they seemed to be the 

remnants of the Taliban and/or Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan.  Her controllers had to 

reassure her that the people at the target location could not see her.  She posi-

tioned herself quite close to them and was able to give precise intel to her con-

trollers.  The people were subsequently killed with earth-penetrating ordnance 

delivered by strike aircraft.  The female milab witnessed the explosion but did 

not feel the blast or suffer any ill effects whatsoever.  This process was repeated 

a couple of more times with other groups of people that were found within the 

tunnels.   

 

 I know of a case where a reptilian had sexually assaulted a female milab 

and thus activated the kundalini energy of the woman.  No sooner had the reptil-

ian left than the military instantaneously brought the woman via some hi-tech 

means, to their underground installation.  The military controllers then tasked the 

female milab with an astral op.  Responding to the suggestions and encourage-

ment of her controllers, the milab (perhaps with the help of the aforementioned 

technology) sent her astral body to the Persian Gulf region to observe several 

people who had gathered together at a private meeting.  She then verbally re-

ported her perceptions to her controllers.   

 

 This remote viewing/astral op session took place in an office within the 

installation.  The woman was sitting in a reclined position on an adjustable 

padded chair.  After exiting her physical body, she found her astral self in a 

conference room somewhere in the Persian Gulf Region.  There were a number 

of individuals seated around a conference table.  She was supposed to observe 

what was going on and describe what she was seeing.  She tried to bring back a 

physical object that she had been briefed about but was unable to do so.  After 

the astral op she was shown photographs and identified some of the people at the 

conference. 

 

 In this incident the military had either colluded with the reptilian or 

became aware of the reptilian’s appearance in the woman’s bedroom.  The 

military has sensors that indicate when an electromagnetic disturbance or event 

has occurred that is indicative of a reptilian manifestation.  Again, genetic 

markers would likely have identified the woman as a person having reptilian 

encounters.  Reptilians and dracs (winged gargoyle species) tend to follow 

certain bloodlines.  Other genetic markers would have identified her as someone 

with latent paraphysical abilities.  She would already have been under close 

surveillance as a milab.  The military would have known that the likely outcome 

of such an encounter would be a reptilian sexual assault on the woman.  Moreo-

ver, the military controllers know that a predictable by-product of such a reptil-

ian sexual encounter would be enhanced astral and psychic abilities on the part 

of the woman for a short period of time.  
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 From the military’s standpoint, this would be the ideal time to exploit the 

woman’s psychic abilities.  (This is similar to the human tantric magickal prac-

tice of repetitively bringing the woman to the point of orgasm but stopping 

before climax.  This tends to amplify the woman’s psi abilities.)   

 

 As far as I’m concerned remote viewing ops like those described in books 

by former military remote viewers are still “surface level stuff.”  The activities 

and methods they describe are not the be all and end all of remote viewing ops 

and are not even close to the level of classification and security one would find 

in remote viewing and astral ops that milabs are compelled to undergo for their 

military controllers.   

 

 Astral operators can also be aided by their ability to see “grid lines.” The 

military controllers can somehow superimpose these grid lines into the psychic 

field of vision of the astral operator.  When they are hovering over a target area 

in their astral body they can look down upon the terrain below and provide real 

time feedback to their military controller utilizing coded designations to identify 

particular locations in the grid.   

   

 The astral operator can be used to identify targets for subsequent artillery 

fire, cruise missile launches or air strikes.  The astral operator can also adjust the 

fire as a forward observer would do in the more conventional sense.  The updated 

targeting data is passed through channels in order to disguise the source of the 

intel.  It is likely that the controller in these astral ops is also highly psychic and 

electromagnetic means are used to “boost” the controller’s psychic and telepathic 

abilities to facilitate communication with the astral operator(s) sent to a distant 

location.  The astral operators report that they can clearly “hear” the commands 

of the controller in their minds.  (Documents also confirm that successful ex-

periments have been conducted whereby “voices” can be beamed directly into the 

brain of a test subject.  One of these techniques is known as Radio Hypnotic 

Intracerebral Control or RHIC.) 

 

 Astral operators have been used as psychic “comm links” with other astral 

operators.  For example a number of milabs were used in astral operator mode to 

search  through tunnel systems in Afghanistan to locate “enemy combatants.”  

The military controllers would know precisely where to send these astral opera-

tors.  (Its clear that the military has detailed knowledge of these tunnel systems 

since many of them were built by the Saudi Bin Laden Group when Osama Bin 

Laden was a CIA asset.)  At times there would be ten or more astral operators 

looking for human targets, above ground and below ground.  There would be one 

highly psychic astral operator hovering over the rest of the astral operators.  He 

or she would act as a psychic comm link providing instantaneous feedback to a 

military controller.  In turn the Controller could use this individual to pass on 

instructions to one or more astral operators involved in the search.  The role of 

this astral operator can be likened to an officer in a command and control heli-

copter or plane relaying instructions to ground troops below.   
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 One interesting facet of the conditioning and training of certain milabs 

involved in both physical and astral ops, is the blatant attempt to condition them 

to regard arabs as “the enemy.”  This comes up again and again in “stage man-

aged dreams” and training scenarios involving virtual reality technology.  The 

milab is inculcated with the belief that arabs are hostile.  In some of the virtual 

reality training scenarios they are forced to watch arabs (presumably “terrorists”) 

perpetrate horrible atrocities.  Some milabs are aware of this type of indoctrina-

tion and at least in normal waking consciousness, they do not hold any animosity 

towards arabs or muslims. 

 

 I can easily see how a mind controlled milab can be made to believe that 

he or she is involved in an operation to kill arabs but in reality the “arabs” are 

not arabs at all.  Or perhaps they are arabs but are completely innocent.  (Ac-

cording to Dr. Alfred McCoy in his recent book “A Question of Torture: CIA 

Torture from the Cold War to the War on Terror” a study by a number of Human 

Rights organizations has determined that the United States has detained ap-

proximately 42,000 innocent men for alleged terrorists activities.  These inno-

cent men have languished within the global torture center system set up by the 

CIA and the U.S. Military.)   

 

 

The Training of Milabs 
 

 Milabs are trained in a variety of ways.  Oftentimes the milab, as an astral 

operator, is trained in a virtual environment.  The virtual environment is made to 

simulate as closely as possible, architectural and terrain features that a milab 

may encounter in a “real world” mission or during an apocalyptic “end times” 

scenario.  Escape, evasion and foraging are constantly recurring themes during 

the training of certain milabs.  Some milabs have been trained to sit in front of 

their television at home and focus their eyes until they begin to see some kind of 

cartoon figure like an elephant that no one in the household would be able to see.  

The milab is told that they may receive messages in this fashion from their 

controllers at some future unspecified date.  Sometimes the training is in their 

physical bodies.  The following story is an example of survival training as 

related to me by a female milab.   

 

 A female milab and her eleven year old milab daughter were placed in the 

bottom of a large hole by their military controllers.  The mother and daughter 

needed to find a way out.  They had to use whatever objects that were available 

to enable themselves to escape from the hole.  The mother encouraged her 

daughter to think her way through the problem and to not be afraid.   

 

 During this training scenario, one of the controllers telepathically spoke 

into the mother’s mind.  The controller would offer encouragement or criticism 

depending on the performance of the milabs.  Afterwards, the adult milab would 
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be debriefed by her controller and advised of what she and her daughter did right 

and what they did wrong.  They are told what they will need to improve upon in 

order to enhance their chances for survival when the time comes.  Resourceful-

ness and the ability to remain calm in stressful situations are inculcated into 

milabs.  The controller will also impart a sense of urgency into the milab.  This 

urgency is reinforced by numerous “end times” types of “stage-managed dreams” 

which involve the milab mother and her milab children having to escape from the 

city in which they live, travel cross-country with or without a vehicle and forage 

for food.  These dreams occur at intermittent intervals. 

 

 The mother may be told to continue the training with her daughter in 

normal waking consciousness.  She may be encouraged to develop games to 

instill these lessons into her child.  The mother may take the initiative in this 

regard by teaching her daughter to climb ropes, prepare survival gear and run 

obstacle courses.  She will remind the child about what to do in certain emer-

gency situations.  Sometimes the child will remember the training experiences 

she had as a milab.   

 

 The idea is for the child to see the milab training and the training in 

normal waking consciousness as part of a continuum and not as separate and 

distinct lessons.  I know one milab mother and her milab children who will 

become the fastest “looters” prior to the onset of an official “State of National 

Emergency.”  During milab training she and her daughters are made to push a 

shopping cart through a store that includes food and other items necessary for 

survival.  They are graded on their ability to obtain the right types of provisions 

in the shortest period of time and before other looters can join in.  The milab 

mother will tell one of her daughters, “okay, you bring back some water, beef 

jerky, nuts and dried fruit, and you bring back some batteries, warm clothing, 

extra shoes, vitamins and medicine” as an example.  During one such training 

scenario, the daughters came back with cosmetics!  The mother scolded them for 

not looting properly. 

 

 During normal waking consciousness the mother will periodically remind 

her daughters to ensure their “survival backpacks” are ready to go and they know 

when and where to go in case of an emergency.  To ensure compliance milab 

controllers have shown milab mothers futuristic scenes through virtual reality 

technology which depict american girls being rounded up during a State of 

National Emergency and sold off as sex slaves.  This has been done on a covert 

level in the United States for many years and has been going on at a tremendous 

scale in Eastern Europe, Southeastern Europe, the Ukraine and elsewhere since 

the dissolution of the U.S.S.R.  The controllers tell the milab mothers to cut the 

hair of their daughters very short and dress them up as boys to give them a better 

chance of avoiding capture and enslavement.  Since there is a worldwide market 

for young boys I’m not sure what good this will do.  The controllers also remind 

their milabs not to trust their own military.  They are referring to the “surface 

level” military of course.  The milabs are told not to go to “emergency shelters” 
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or “community centers” during a state of national emergency because they will 

be separated from their children and their children will be taken away. 

 

 We can infer that the milab controllers themselves believe there will come 

a time in this country when foreign troops will be called upon to “restore order” 

and conduct “peace enforcement operations” on behalf of the United Nations due 

to some contrived New World Order catastrophe be it a “Bird Flu” pandemic 

(which the U.S. Military’s Northern Command has already prepared for) or 

another mass killing along the lines of the September 11
th

 attacks.  Milabs have 

also been shown futuristic visions of foreign troops including Russian and 

former Soviet Bloc troops patrolling American cities and shopping malls.  The 

milab controllers who are preparing the milab mothers for these eventualities are 

not necessarily doing this for altruistic reasons.  The milab controllers are loath 

to lose the milabs under their control to some other group for whatever reason. 

 

 I also suspect that the milab controllers need at least some segment of the 

surface population to survive if for no other reason than to have an available 

labor force to do their bidding and the obvious first candidates for survival are 

milab adults and especially milab children who have latent paraphysical abilities 

due to their unique DNA.  From the standpoint of the military controllers, milabs 

and milab children are not negligible commodities.  They are extremely valuable.  

Think about it: Even aliens, sometimes several different species of aliens are 

interested in these people.  The aliens, particularly the reptilians and the dracs, 

must have a good reason for being interested in these milabs. 

 

 Perhaps the inclusion of a given number of milabs in an underground 

“sanctuary” helps to ensure the survival and operational capabilities of the milab 

controllers themselves.  This begs the question:  Why train milabs to escape and 

forage for themselves if the deep black military have the capability of “extract-

ing” them from anywhere on the surface and pulling them into an underground 

facility via high tech means?  Milabs describe again and again how they are 

instantaneously transported to and from an underground military installation.  

Perhaps the military controllers believe nuclear weapons may be utilized on the 

surface and in the atmosphere that would generate electromagnetic pulse waves 

thus temporarily rendering them incapable of retrieving their milabs from the 

surface?  It has been suggested that one way the New World Order will be 

brought home to the American people is by setting off a number of portable 

nuclear devices around the country and blaming terrorists for the atrocities, thus 

justifying Martial Law and nuclear retaliation against the alleged sponsor of such 

nuclear attacks i.e. Iran.  Indeed contingency plans have already been developed 

by the U.S. Strategic Command to launch nuclear strikes against Iran in the event 

of another major “9-11 type event in America.”  Also note how Fox News has 

already announced that Hezbollah will launch nuclear attacks against the United 

States.  This is one option that is definitely on the table for those who want the 

New World Order to become a reality.   
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 I must stress that the milab training I’m describing in this treatise may 

only apply to certain milab controllers and the milab group(s) under their con-

trol.   It is possible that the various milab controller groups may fall under one 

administrative umbrella.  This may be the case if the comments of some of the 

milab controllers are to be believed.  It is just as likely that bureaucratic rivalry 

and in-fighting exists or will exists between the various groups of milab control-

lers whether or not they share a common administrative leadership.  The one 

over-riding objective for every deep black intelligence organization is continued 

survival with as much autonomy and control of human and technological assets 

as possible. That much being said, every milab controller group I’ve ever heard 

of seems to be involved with operations that advance the Globalist New World 

Order agenda.  The picture is further muddled by the fact that certain groups of 

ETs, space-faring reptilians and Earth-based reptilian groups have an abiding 

interest in particular milabs and milab family trees.  There may be a cosmic tug-

of-war going on over certain milabs.  This seems to have been the case in a 

number of instances.  The milab controllers are aware that some of the ET groups 

have installed mind control programs within certain milabs and utilize these 

milabs as operatives.  As we shall see below, there are certain milabs who are 

trained and utilized by elements of the military that are allied with certain ET 

groups. 

 

 There is a degree of commonality and uniformity in the training that all 

milabs are given no matter their geographic location or which branch of the 

military is their primary controllers.  Milabs trained by the Air Force in one part 

of the country, can be merged in training scenarios or actual ops with milabs who 

live in another part of the country that are trained by the Army or the Navy.   

 

 Other training themes involve developing leadership skills.  One milab 

may be assigned the role of a leader.  He or she must assign roles and tasks to 

other survivors in an apocalyptic scenario.  Depending on the circumstances, one 

person may be tasked with foraging for food, and the other may have to find 

water.  The milab is given to understand that the other survivors in these training 

scenarios may or may not be milabs.  This closely mirrors what may happen in 

“real life” since milabs, even those that train in groups, are often widely sepa-

rated by geography.  A milab may find himself or herself with non-milabs in an 

apocalyptic scenario.  Pragmatism and utilitarianism are stressed.  Milabs are 

told that they must not let sympathy or compassion interfere with their decision 

making process.  Only those people who have useful attributes or expertise 

should be allowed onto a team.  People who are too old, or infirm and who lack 

any useful skills or knowledge must be left behind.   

 

 Milabs who are unable to keep up with other milabs and who frequently 

fail in their tasks and otherwise perform in a sub par fashion during training may 

be removed from a group.  They will still be used as a milab.  They may be 

assigned to a different group or they may be trained by themselves.  It is not 
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uncommon for milabs to recognize other milabs they encounter in a mass milab 

setting or in a group training scenario involving a number of people.   

 

 A “Mass Milab Setting” may involve dozens or hundreds of people, most 

of whom are other milabs.  The settings may include large underground installa-

tions some of which are simulated to look like large airports with very long 

escalators between floors. These “airports” have corporate offices that can be 

used to medically examine milabs or to perpetrate mind control upon them.  

Sometimes the personnel at these places wear clothing reminiscent of the uni-

forms worn by civilian airline crews.  This is probably done to mislead the milab 

into thinking they dreamed of being in an airport the night before.   

 

 These places will at times be teeming with milabs.  Other times they can 

be nearly devoid of all other people.  Depending on the installation , the milabs 

may be dressed in civilian clothes or they can be dressed in white or blue back-

less hospital gowns.  Oftentimes they are nude beneath the hospital gowns.  

Some of the milabs may wear military type uniforms or black/dark blue gore-tex 

battle dress utilities (BDUs) similar to what special ops units or civilian police 

SWAT units wear.  Underground trams and large unisex restrooms and locker 

room areas are frequently associated with these large underground installations.  

Sometimes a female milab may stumble into a bathroom meant for male users or 

vice versa.  There are no private stalls in these bathroom facilities and it is not 

unusual for a milab to be sitting on a toilet seat alongside other milabs doing the 

same thing.  Some of the abductees brought to these “mass milab settings” may 

not be “milabs” in the sense that they are trained and utilized on deep black ops.  

These abductees might be brought in periodically to check for new alien im-

plants, alien nanotechnology, changes in their DNA or some other evidence of 

alien manipulation. 

 

 Some of the installations look like large underground hangers.  Some are 

hospital settings with a number of doctors and nurses present.  Besides the 

milabs, there will be smaller numbers of medical and military personnel.  Non-

human beings may be seen on occasion in these settings.  Some of the installa-

tions aren’t very large and it is in the latter types of installations that certain 

milabs are most familiar.  These installations can be described as “local” facili-

ties within relatively close geographic proximity to the homes of the milabs 

brought there.  They are brought repeatedly to these installations for training and 

behavior modification, both in their physical bodies and in their astral bodies.  

On the other hand milabs from other states can be brought to these “local” 

facilities whenever necessary. 

 

 It’s possible that some of these mass milab settings may in actual fact be 

mass astral operator settings.  I believe that milabs are repeatedly brought to 

certain installations in their astral form to familiarize them with the places.  

Training is frequently done in the astral state to familiarize the milab not only to 

the specific environment but also to the tasks they are expected to perform in 
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their dense physical state.  Milabs can recognize other milabs from different 

parts of the country when they are brought together either physically or astrally.  

This recognition may be state dependant.  However, there are milabs who can 

retain a high degree of conscious awareness during their milab experiences and 

retain the memories of these experiences. 

 

 Sometimes milabs meet each other in “real life” despite the geographic 

distance that separates them.  Milabs can meet on the internet, or a ufo confer-

ence.  After comparing notes and memories, they realize that they had seen each 

other in the past during milab ops or training scenarios.  They may even know 

the code name given to the other milab by the controllers.  Thereafter they may 

frequently find themselves in ops and training scenarios together.  On the other 

hand, milabs may meet each other on the internet or at a conference and although 

their experiences may be similar, they realize they have never been utilized 

together in an op.  Shortly after coming to this realization however, they may 

start to see each other in milab training and ops.  Milab controllers frequently try 

to mix and match their milabs with milabs under the control of another military 

group, to see if the two can work well together.  This is especially the case where 

male and female milabs are concerned.  

 

 If a male milab and a female milab are being bonded to one another 

through astral and physical training experiences and the male cannot keep up 

with the female, the milab controllers will “drop” the male milab and will assign 

some other suitable male in which the female can work with. 

 

 This will be done even if the male and female milabs have developed a 

relationship with one another in the “real world.”  Milabs also describe constant 

running “dreams” along coastal beach areas and wooded terrain.  Sometimes 

there will be a running track and sometimes there won’t be.  The training and ops 

can involve helicopters, amphibious craft, military vehicles and naval vessels of 

one sort or another.  Above ground Army bases, Air Force bases and Naval 

installations have all been described by milabs. Underground and undersea 

installations have also been described by milabs. 

 

 Counter-terrorism training involving hostage rescues and retaking passen-

ger planes has been described by milabs.  Long distance swimming and underwa-

ter swimming with or without breathing apparatus have also been described by 

milabs.  (A commonly reported experience by alien abductees and milabs in-

volves breathing underwater in a glass tank or a large indoor pool.  Sometimes 

this training involves extensive swimming without a breathing rig.)  Ocean 

Liners appear to be another frequently reported environment in which training 

and indoctrination takes place.  The milabs, if operating in a group, will observe 

and sometimes interact with other people on board the passenger liner.  Military 

personnel in dress uniforms are sometimes described in these scenarios.  Civil-

ians on board the ocean liner may be dressed in attire appropriate for social 

functions.  Well tailored suits for the males and evening gowns for the women.  
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The milabs will be dressed like the latter.  They can be left alone for long peri-

ods of time and allowed to wander around the ocean liner.  Sometimes they are 

given guest rooms within the ocean liner.  Sometimes foreign military personnel 

and civilian dignitaries have been observed onboard these ships.  It is unclear 

what the ultimate purpose is for these shipboard excursions. 

 

 A grey area exist as far as determining whether certain training experi-

ences are conducted in the dense physical state or in the astral state or in the 

dreamscape.  Sometimes the training may be a literal “theater of the mind” 

wherein the milab is physically sleeping in his bed but a complex and vivid 

virtual reality scenario is playing out in his or her mind that seemingly involves a 

lot of physical activity.  The milab controllers, like the aliens and reptilians 

before them, can create extremely vivid “stage managed dreams” within the 

minds of sleeping people.   

 

 Even seasoned milabs with a high degree of conscious awareness and 

dream lucidity can’t always be sure if a particular training session is in the dense 

physical state, astral state or if it is a virtual reality scenario.   

 

 The confusion is further exacerbated when the milab awakens exhausted 

as if he or she has been involved in strenuous activity all night long.  To further 

complicate things the physical training is sometimes conducted in a realm that is 

in a different vibrational frequency and time continuum from “here.”  Elements 

of the deep black military have been able to carve out niches for themselves in 

for lack of a better term, another dimension.  Moreover the milabs frequently 

report that they spend days in this other realm training and when they are re-

turned, only a few hours have elapsed in this time continuum.  Milabs have 

reported their astonishment at being returned in time to prepare breakfast for 

their families or drive their children to school in the morning.  One moment they 

are in this other realm, the next moment they are waking up in bed in this realm.  

This suggests the military has the technological means to operate in more than 

one realm and can manipulate time.  A female milab was told by a scientist in an 

underground facility that a process of “demolecularization” takes place when the 

milab is “pulled” out of their bed and brought to an underground facility or to 

this other realm where some of the training takes place.  This demolecularization 

process is repeated when the milab is returned to their bed.  This process brings 

to mind the “Stargate” movie and related television shows. 

 

 

The Bonding of Male and Female Milabs 
 

 I touched briefly on the training of male and female milabs who work 

together.  Just as in “surface level” clandestine ops, males and females can be 

made to work effectively with one another.  If they have been emotionally 

bonded to one another, then they will care for each other and be willing to take 

greater risks for one another.  If the female is an unwilling or unwitting party to 
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this, contrived life-threatening situations may arise.  After the couple success-

fully extricates themselves from one or more shared predicaments, the unwitting 

or unwilling woman may be more likely to accept a leadership role from the man.  

She may begin to see him as a protector even though she is still suspicious of the 

man’s motives.  A psychological profile of the woman would have been devel-

oped prior to the op to determine her suitability for this kind of role.   

 

 There are times when it is necessary to have a man and woman work 

under cover as “husband and wife.”  Posing as a married couple may increase 

their chances of successfully completing a mission.  Working together under 

such cover may minimize their risk of exposure, enhance their chances for 

survival and gain them entrée into social settings that would otherwise be unat-

tainable to them were they to operate individually. 

 

 There are variations of this concept within the context of deep black milab 

ops.  For example a female milab can be paired off with a male controller.  

Because she is under mind control, her controller can trigger certain program-

ming cues that would facilitate a sexual response from the female.  The control-

ler can also reinforce this notion of sexual submission and sexual subservience 

by convincing the female milab that she is married to him.  Sometimes a female 

milab may find herself in some hotel in this or another country.  If she has been 

switched into milab operative mode, she can convincingly play the role of a wife.   

 

 She may not even have a “speaking part” in these ops.  For example, all 

that may be required of her is to pass through customs and passport control at 

certain border checkpoints that are already under the control of the same or a 

friendly intelligence service.  There are times when there is little or no verbal 

communication between milabs and their controllers.  Likewise there may be 

very little dialogue between milabs.  If there is, it is usually limited to brief 

discussions of an operational nature.   Dialogue is minimal at best.  On the other 

hand, telepathic communication has been described as well as dialogue in foreign 

languages that the milab may or may not know in normal waking consciousness. 

 

 A male milab may be introduced to a female milab months before they 

officially meet “on the surface.”  The following incident actually happened 

several years ago:   The controllers sent a male milab in his astral form to a 

female milab’s bedroom at night.  Because she is psychic, she was able to “see” 

the male milab whereas someone else in the same room would not have been able 

to see him.  The male milab mentioned her by name and implored her to get a 

good look at him because they will be meeting sometime in the future.  This 

process was repeated on a couple of more occasions.   (It is not uncommon for 

the milab controllers to pair up male and female milabs even though one or both 

may be married.) 

 

 A couple of months later, this female milab, along with a girlfriend, were 

riding on a greyhound bus from Southern California to Laughlin Nevada.  The 
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female milab was explaining to her friend various aspects of the training the 

military had subjected her to.  Her friend, due to the unusual phenomena she had 

also experienced, believed the female milab’s story.  Sitting a couple of seats 

over was a man who was listening intently to what the female milab was saying.  

Unable to contain himself any longer, the man introduced himself to the two 

women and confided that he had undergone experiences similar to what the 

female milab was describing.  The female milab recognized the man immediately 

as the one who kept appearing to her in his astral body.  Later, after they had 

gotten to know one another and established a romantic (and adulterous) relation-

ship, the female milab reminded the male milab of the times he used to visit her 

astrally prior to their “initial” meeting on board the greyhound bus.  The male 

milab was unable to remember any of his astral visitations with the female milab. 

 

 After their meeting on the greyhound bus (which was obviously arranged 

by their controllers) they began seeing each other in shared milab experiences.  

They trained with one another on board helicopters over land and over the ocean.  

They practiced escape and evasion exercises and underwent psychological 

exercises designed to assess their decision making skills under duress.  The male 

milab had a history of domestic abuse.  His previous wife had obtained a re-

straining order against him for physically abusing her.  He had the classic reptil-

ian hybrid features of hooded eyelids, eyes sunk deep into his eye sockets, a 

prominent ridge over his eyebrows and a “flatness of affect” expression on his 

face.  He couldn’t look you in the eye when he spoke to you.  Therefore he was 

the ideal type of milab operative for the military controllers i.e. a male milab 

who under the right mind control cues and in the proper alter personality would 

not hesitate to kill another person.  (Besides harassment purposes, I believe the 

electromagnetic “beaming” that some milabs experience is designed to diminish 

their frontal lobe capacity and make them more impulsive and violence prone.) 

 

 The female and male milab made up a milab couple for over a year, during 

which time their controllers used them in numerous training scenarios and ops.  

They dated one another until the male milab’s abusive and possessive behavior 

resulted in the female milab breaking off their relationship.  The male milab then 

began calling her and leaving threatening messages.  The controllers no longer 

used them in ops or training together. 

 

 

Group Training of Milabs 
 

 Groups of milabs can be trained and utilized in ops together.  Some of the 

training involves psychological and emotional bonding.  Military psychologists 

have identified a syndrome known as “Primary Group Cohesion.”  Primary 

Group Cohesion is the emotional and psychological bonding of individuals 

within a military unit involved in combat operations.  What the military psy-

chologists discovered is that when soldiers bond together in a combat setting 

they are no longer motivated by abstractions such as patriotism or “the flag.”  
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The soldiers strive to keep one another alive.  They look out for each other and 

take risks for one another.   

 

 It seems the milab controllers strive to inculcate this same mindset within 

milabs they have organized into groups.  Milab group members have been placed 

in emotionally charged training scenarios.   

 

 One milab described running up a hill with two female milab friends.  

They were being pursued by two men wearing dark woodland pattern camouflage 

uniforms with black ski masks pulled over their faces.  They were armed with 

automatic weapons.    The male milab received the telepathic message that the 

two gunmen are part of a “Serbian Assassination Group.”  (This Milab training 

scenario occurred at the same time that the war in the former Yugoslavia was 

raging during the Clinton Administration.)  As the milabs ran uphill towards a 

large number of boulders and relative safety, one of the milab women was shot in 

the head.   

 

 The male milab looked down at his close friend and noticed that the top of 

her head was blown off and was clearly dead.  The other female milab was 

wailing in anguish and wanted to stay with the body of her friend.  The male 

milab knew there was nothing they could do for their friend.  (These particular 

milabs knew each other “on the surface” and were very close friends.) As much 

as it pained him, he grabbed the surviving female milab by the arm and pulled 

her up towards the safety of the boulders.  A couple of days later, the three 

milabs spoke on the phone about this training experience.  The gal who had her 

head blown off didn’t remember the experience while the two “survivors” did.  

(This training exercise was obviously some kind of virtual reality training expe-

rience) The two who remember their friend getting killed were emotionally 

overwrought during the training scenario.  The male milab even remembers 

telling himself over and over during the experience that he hoped it was some 

kind of training scenario he was involved in and “was not real.”   

 

 The lessons were not lost on the three milabs.  Milabs must not allow 

themselves to be killed or captured by “the enemy.” Just as important, if a fellow 

milab or close friend has been killed or mortally wounded, they must be left 

behind.   

 

 Milabs, either individually or in groups, may be shown advanced technol-

ogy as part of their training.  Indeed some milabs may be tasked with operating 

advanced human and alien technology at some of these underground installa-

tions.  As noted previously, some alien abductees and milabs have been trained 

by aliens to operate alien technology and are able to read alien script.  Milabs are 

sometimes shown non-human beings, genetic mutants and terrestrial or subterra-

nean creatures that are unknown to the surface population.  More than one milab 

has reported encountering fish-like humanoids in cages within an underground 

installation.  Some of these fish-like humanoids can communicate telepathically.   
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 It is possible that some of the “aliens” that milabs have seen in above-

ground and underground installations were genetically cloned life forms created 

by and subservient to the military.  Milabs have described “greys” that appar-

ently worked for the military in underground installations.  Milabs have been 

onboard a large craft with a joint human-alien crew and the greys there seemed 

to be under the control of the human military.  Milabs have witnessed human 

military personnel giving orders to the greys in various settings.  Greys have 

even aided the military in kidnapping milabs out of their homes. 

 

 It is possible that the deep black military have somehow obtained the 

genetic material, technology and know-how to clone non-human life forms.  This 

is not to say that ALL non-human beings observed at these underground installa-

tions have been cloned by and are subservient to the military.   That is clearly 

not the case in some installations where it seems the humans and non-human 

beings are working together.  In other installations the non-human beings seem 

to be in charge of the military.  On the other hand, non-human life forms have 

been described by milabs and civilian and military witnesses as being held in 

detention in various installations.  In one underground installation that I am 

aware of, the deep black military keeps a certain species of reptilians contained 

within natural tunnel systems behind a force-field.  It is purely speculation on 

my part but it’s possible that the military had wittingly or unwittingly developed 

an underground installation within close proximity of an underground reptilian 

habitat and had to develop a means of keeping those reptilians at bay.  Hence the 

force-field that keeps the reptilians detained within a certain segment of the 

tunnel systems. This was necessary to prevent the reptilians there from interfer-

ing with the military’s work.  Yet paradoxically the military personnel at this 

same underground base have worked in conjunction with some reptilians.  This 

was the same installation mentioned above where the female milab who had just 

had the reptilian sexual encounter in her home was abducted by the military and 

subsequently sent on an astral op by to the Persian Gulf. 

 

 

(I am absolutely convinced that the means exists to clone humans.  These cloned 

humans are “fast-grown” and are put to work by the deep black military.  Some 

of these human clones are highly psychic and have been used as security person-

nel at joint alien-human underground installations.  They have been used to 

intimidate milabs.  At the risk of sounding redundant, these human clones all 

look alike:  They have blonde or sandy brown hair, no facial hair, are square 

jawed and are tall and physically robust.) 

 

 Just as “surface level” operatives like the Special Forces are given lec-

tures about the flora, fauna and wildlife of a given region of the world that they 

may operate in, certain milabs are shown creatures that inhabit sub-surface 

regions of the Earth.  A group of milabs were shown eel-like creatures that lived 

in the underground river systems in the southwestern part of the u.s.  The in-
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structor advised the milabs on what the creatures habits were and the potential 

danger they represented.  A force field was occasionally used to keep the eel-like 

creatures at bay while the milabs waded into the shallow part of the river.  The 

milabs were encouraged to telepathically communicate with the creature.  Appar-

ently it was a sentient being that could be told that the intentions of the humans 

were not hostile.  Underground river systems and islands in the middle of such 

rivers have been described as training sites by milabs.  These places appear to be 

natural underground rivers and waterways within huge underground caverns.  

Not surprisingly some milabs describe the lighting at these types of underground 

locations as being dim.  

 

 I have spoken to numerous milabs who have been used in tests to deter-

mine if they can tell the difference between a real alien and a fake alien.  Some-

times short people (either children or midgets) are dressed in “grey alien” 

costumes.  Usually the milab is in an altered state of consciousness during these 

“fake alien presentations” but occasionally the milab would break through the 

mind control and recognize that the alien was bogus. 

 

One female milab told me that in a mass milab setting outside of some 

large bathrooms, she saw a “grey alien” standing behind her in line.  The female 

milab noticed the stitching that kept the black eyepieces in place and knew 

instantly that the alien wasn’t real.  This milab continued to act as if she was 

“zombied out” in order to fool her milab controllers.  Holograms depicting 

reptilian beings and cardboard life-sized replicas of reptilians have also been 

shown to milabs.   

 

 It’s possible the controllers want to determine if the milabs can tell the 

difference between the real aliens and the fake ones.  If a legitimate alien abduc-

tee, which is essentially what a milab is, cannot tell the difference between a real 

and a fake alien, then presumably members of the general population won’t be 

able to tell the difference either.  All of the milabs I spoke to were able to differ-

entiate between the real aliens and the fake ones.  In one training exercise, a 

female milab from the south and a male milab from the southwest were put 

together in one of these scenarios and actually enjoyed a good laugh because 

they instantly identified the “greys” as being either children or very short adults 

dressed in grey costumes.  The setting was simulated to look like the courtyard 

of an apartment complex at night.  There were other people there who were 

barefoot and dressed in night clothes.   These people appeared to be mind con-

trolled.  In their mind controlled state it’s possible they believed they had under-

gone an alien abduction, if they remembered the experience at all.   

 

 I have spoken to a former member of the U.S. Marine Corps who had a top 

secret crypto clearance as a member of a Marine headquarters company based at 

Camp Pendleton in Oceanside California.  He was “volunteered” for an assign-

ment.  At around 10:00PM at night “Noel” (a pseudonym) was seated on board a 

bus along with an entire busload of other marines.    The bus was in an under-
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ground facility beneath Camp Pendleton.  The bus was driven along an under-

ground highway.  At intervals of about two hours, the bus would reach a check-

point.  Security personnel manning the checkpoint would board the bus and 

check the passengers off against a passenger manifest attached to a clipboard. 

 

 After this security check, the bus was allowed to proceed along this 

underground highway.  The bus never deviated from a straight line.  It never 

turned left or right.  The driver just kept driving in a straight line until the bus 

came to another check point at which point the above security procedure was 

repeated.  Noel and the other marines were wearing the standard marine camou-

flage uniforms along with the marine “covers” (standard issue cloth covered hats 

with brims).  Noel started to feel groggy and fell asleep.  At one point during this 

journey, he awoke and looked around.  He noticed that everyone in the bus, 

himself included, were now wearing orange jump suits.  Another thing that Noel 

noticed was that all of the other marines appeared to be in a “zombied out state.”  

After a period of time during which Noel was lapsing in and out of conscious-

ness, he again awoke to find that everyone around him were still wearing the 

orange jumpsuits except now instead of normal faces, the marines looked like 

grey aliens!  The alien-headed marines all stared straight ahead.  Noel lapsed 

once again into unconsciousness. 

 

 Finally the bus began ascending an uphill gradient and wound up back on 

the surface.  Noel awoke at this point.  The bus parked alongside a large hanger.  

It was still dark out.  Every one of the marines appeared normal.  They were 

wearing the standard marine camouflage uniforms they had started out with and 

everyone appeared human.  The marines were ordered off the bus and security 

personnel once again checked off the passengers against a passenger manifest.  

They lined up outside this hanger and were told they had to go inside.  The 

hanger doors were opened.  An intense blue light poured out from within the 

hanger and at that point, Noel doesn’t have any further recollection of what 

happened that night.  After Noel related this story to me, he recalled how his 

father had admonished him to never volunteer for anything while in the military.  

Noel told me that he never volunteered for this particular mission.  He believed 

he was chosen for this mind control operation because he had a top secret crypto 

clearance.  I believe it was more likely he was chosen because he was an alien 

abductee and his security clearance was only a secondary factor.  I have known 

of cases where dozens of U.S. Army personnel were given injections prior to 

being taken into an underground facility beneath the army fort they were based 

at. 

 

 

Tasks assigned to milabs 
 

 As stated above, certain milabs are given tasks and jobs within under-

ground installations which make full use of their particular aptitudes, job skills 

and specialties on the surface.  A female milab with experience in the biomedical 
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field had been given a tour deep beneath an underground facility by a tall alien.  

She was shown a biomedical laboratory.  The milab noticed there were a number 

of human scientists and technicians in this lab.  She was told by the tall alien that 

she would one day be working in this facility.  This particular female milab has 

been used in a variety of milab ops over the years. 

 

 Another female milab who is retired has been used as a technician in what 

amounts to a Level 5 Germ Warfare Laboratory in an underground facility in the 

Southwest.  She has been drugged and debriefed by high ranking and famous 

American government personnel.  Certain milabs that are proficient in computers 

have been given tasks that involve working with computers systems.  Milabs 

with medical experience have been given roles as nurses and medical assistants.  

Both male and female milabs have been used in assassinations and covert ops.  

Milabs have been used as bodyguards and escorts of people being brought across 

international borders.  Milabs have been given weapons training.   

 

 A female milab told me that during her stint in the U.S. Air Force she was 

used in a mind controlled state in a photo lab at Norton Air Force Base.  In all 

likelihood she was used to develop still and motion picture films of UFOs.  For 

many years Norton AFB was the home of the Air Force’s Audio-Visual Com-

mand.  Norton AFB is now considered an “inactive” base.  “Stacey” never 

remembered actually working at the photo lab.   She only remembered leaving 

her apartment off base and then coming back home but never actually working in 

the photo lab.  This went on for some time.  At one point she was befriended by 

an older man who was regarded by her fellow air force colleagues as a member 

of the infamous Air Force Office Of Special Investigations (A.F.O.S.I. or more 

commonly known as O.S.I.).  Her colleagues warned her to stay away from this 

man as he was a spook.   

 

 Stacey recalled being flown into what she believed to be Area 51, onboard 

a helicopter at night.  She was accompanied by Air Force Security Personnel.  

After she got off the helicopter, she was made to lie down on a certain spot on 

the dry lake bed.  She suddenly felt a sensation of swift movement and realized 

that the dry lake beneath her was moving.  She wound up at another part of the 

desert base.  It was as if a section of the dry lake bed had suddenly, through 

some mechanical means, shifted to a different part of Area 51.  (I’ve spoken to 

former military personnel who have described to me parking lot sized lots en-

closed by cyclone fences that act as huge elevators that descend to underground 

facilities). 

 

 On another occasion Stacey recalled being flown into a jungle airstrip 

(this was in the mid 1970s) that suddenly opened up from beneath the jungle 

canopy.  She believed she was taken to Southeast Asia but doesn’t know exactly 

where she was or what she did when she got there.  After she was discharged 

from the Air Force, a man claiming to be with the National Security Agency tried 

to recruit her.  This man who called himself “John” told her that she and some of 
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her female co-workers were needed to telephone certain arabs living in the 

United States and to say certain phrases to them over the phone.  (Stacey was 

working as a stripper in a nude strip club at the time).  These phrases would then 

trigger the arabs into “switching” personalities whereupon they would then 

commit acts of violence and terrorism within the country.  This was in the mid 

1990s. 

  

 John also told her that a number of Iraqis were allowed into the country 

and that some of them had vials of anthrax sewn into their abdominal cavities.  

These Iraqis were apparently let into this country after the first annihilation of 

Iraq under President George H.W. Bush.  (Something like this could never 

happen on a real planet:  You invade a country and annihilate its people and then 

allow a large number of that country’s military intelligence and special opera-

tions personnel who survived the onslaught into the very country that did the 

annihilating?)  These Iraqis, many of them with operational experience since 

before the eight year long Iran-Iraq war, were brought into this country by 

various U.S. Intelligence Agencies.  It must be remembered that there were 

Iraqis involved with the patsy Timothy McVeigh before, during and after the 

attack on the Alfred P. Murrah Federal building in Oklahoma City.  Motel regis-

tration records showing that McVeigh had rented a room with Iraqis had been 

confiscated by Federal Agents. 

 

 That’s just food for thought when considering the statements this “John” 

character had made to Stacey the milab.  Whether or not John was being truthful 

is open to question.  Professional intelligence people lie for a living. 

 

 

Non-Human Handlers of Milabs 
 

 I have met milabs who claim that the being or beings responsible for their 

training were non-humans.  In some instances, the trainers were shape-shifting 

reptilians.  The training occurred in underground installations and on secure 

above-ground reservations where U.S. military personnel were present.  “Ruby” 

the military’s code name for a female milab from the southern United States, has 

described to me the anti-terrorist training she has received.  Ruby has been used 

in training and ops with other milabs from different parts of the country.  On one 

occasion I was on the phone with Ruby as part of a three way call with another 

milab making up the third party.   During our phone conversation, we all heard a 

phone ring on the line that we shared.  We asked each other if we had made 

another phone call on an extra line.  None of us had.  I couldn’t have if I wanted 

to because both of my lines were already being used.   

 

 After a couple of rings, the phone was answered and it was a fourth milab 

that we had just been talking about!  This fourth milab, a woman from the 

southwest named “Angelina”, had been used in training and ops with Ruby.  

After we got over the surprise of the unexpected phone call (obviously arranged 
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by the deep black military that controls these milabs) Angelina and Ruby began 

talking.  Ruby told me during this four way conversation that she was starting to 

“trance out” merely by listening to Angelina’s voice since the only times they 

have met and interacted with one another was during these military training 

scenarios. 

 

 Ruby told me that her primary military trainer “Mike” was a Caucasian 

male who spoke English with a European accent.  Mike wore a military uniform.  

At various times during the training, Mike would suddenly shape-shift into a 

reptilian.  This usually happened when he was angry or agitated about Ruby’s 

performance or level of effort during the training.  Ruby is an example of some-

one with legitimate alien abduction experiences who was also a survivor of 

Satanic Ritual Abuse.  She had seen the dreaded Men In Black and had noticed 

how they shape-shifted into reptilians after she had banished them from her 

presence in the Name of Jesus Christ.  She says that a swirling vortex appeared 

behind the MiBs/Reptilians.  The reptilians were sucked into the vortex and then 

the vortex closed up.   This experience with the MiBs occurred in her bedroom. 

 

 Ruby was trained to storm a grounded airliner and shoot at pop-up silhou-

ettes simulating “terrorists.”  She was trained in automatic weapons and nine 

millimeter pistols.  She was trained to aim for the “center mass” i.e. the chest 

area as well as perform “double-taps” which are two rapidly fired rounds into the 

forehead of the target.  I once asked Ruby, “when you’re walking down the aisle 

of a supermarket, do you ever get the urge to draw down with an imaginary pistol 

and aim it at the other shoppers?” and she replied emphatically, “Oh yes!  All the 

time!”   

 

 One commonality I’ve observed with female milabs who have been 

trained in combat operations is that they share a pugnacious attitude towards 

anyone or anything they perceive to be an enemy.  They can present the most 

demure and pleasant demeanor but when they get angry at someone or some-

thing, their mindset switches to that of a trained operative.  The aforementioned 

Stacey once tried to stab a drac with a wooden knife.  This occurred after Stacey 

had left the Air Force.  She was working at a factory in  Southern California 

when a drac manifested behind her.  Stacey used a wooden knife in her job.  She 

automatically reacted by spinning on her heels and lunging towards the rib cage 

area of the drac with the wooden knife.  She did this without any fear or hesita-

tion.  “It appeared behind me, I spun around and went in.”  She said.  The drac 

immediately disappeared. 

 

 The aforementioned Angelina used to play paint ball with her unsuspect-

ing co-workers who had no idea of the extreme training she had endured.  Ange-

lina had no qualms about getting down and dirty and showed absolutely no mercy 

towards her male friends when they got within paint ball range.  Her endurance 

and tolerance for pain and discomfort astounded the other paint ball warriors.  

She has no patience for males who display indecision or weakness.   
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 I know of another female milab who has been trained in what appears to 

be a younger cloned body.  This woman has been kidnapped and debriefed by the 

military.  Her training, by her own account, is managed by reptilians and greys.  

She uses advanced weaponry in these training exercises and has been trained 

since childhood to fly a particular type of alien craft. 

 

 One shouldn’t get the impression that humans are the only intended 

victims of this combat training.  I know of one young man who as a teenager had 

very vivid training dreams where he has blasted reptilians with some sort of 

portable directed energy weapon.  There is no question in my mind that the 

controllers, be they human military or non-human, have trained a number of 

abductees to prepare and fight in some future war. A war that may not necessar-

ily be limited to the Planet Earth. 

 

 

Off World Bases? 
 

 There have been persistent rumors that the deep black military in conjunc-

tion with deep black elements of the aerospace community have established a 

base or bases elsewhere in this solar system.  The most commonly reported 

location is the planet Mars, both on the surface and beneath the surface.  Milabs 

have on occasion been told of a base on Mars.  Some milabs report that they have 

been taken there and been given a tour of some of the facilities. 

 

 According to the testimony of some of these milabs who believe they have 

been taken there, there are subsurface and surface bases on Mars.  It is possible 

that the surface installations were originally of alien construction.  According to 

one highly respected abduction researcher, there is a reptilian base in Mars.  

Abductees and milabs have reported alien bases elsewhere in the solar system.  

The Moon has been identified as the location of an alien base.   

 

 

Milabs and Monarchs 
 

 There are commonalities and differences between Milabs and Monarch 

mind control survivors (hereafter referred to simply as “monarchs.”)  Since the 

drac-reptilian hybrid influence is so pervasive, many female milabs have been 

molested as young children and have developed a dissociative ability as a result.  

As we have seen, this dissociative ability became the basis for certain forms of 

mind control and was then exploited by military mind controllers in order to 

advance certain agendas.  The military has even sent in pedophiles to develop a 

relationship with a mother so the pedophile can gain access to the milab (or soon 

to be milab) children, in order to sexually abuse them.  Many children born or 

taken into the Monarch program will also have been severely abused at an early 

age and have developed dissociation.  Indeed systematic horrendous physical, 
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sexual and satanic abuse meted out to young children seems to be part and parcel 

of the Monarch program.  This sadistic behavior satisfies the predatory impulses 

of the perpetrators and further fragments the minds of the young children.  Some 

milabs may have endured satanic ritual abuse when they were children but it is 

not a constant theme of their lives, unlike many monarchs who may be exploited 

and manipulated by satanic cults well into adulthood. 

 

 As mentioned above, some milab children have never received physical or 

sexual abuse but they may have endured some kind of externally imposed child-

hood trauma.  The end-result of this anomalous trauma is once again, a dissocia-

tive identity disorder within the child that is exploited and expanded upon by 

military mind controllers. 

 

 There are differences between milabs and monarchs.  Although there are 

similarities in training methods, milabs and monarchs are used in different ways.  

Monarchs tend to be used in ops that involve a blatant new world order agenda, 

whereas the ops milabs are used in may not appear to be related to the New 

World Order agenda at first blush.  Sometimes high profile government person-

nel are involved in ops involving milabs and monarchs.  This is something that is 

far more commonly reported by monarchs.  One female monarch I know who I’ll 

call “Trisha” (and who bears a striking resemblance to the “Krista” character in 

“Blade: The Series”) has had a number of experiences with former President Bill 

Clinton.  When she has been used as an escort for Bill Clinton, Trisha is made to 

wear elegant and expensive dresses and gaudy diamond necklaces.  When used in 

black ops, Trisha has found herself dressed in black gore-tex at an unknown 

airbase or in a helo over jungle terrain she believed to be in South America.  She 

has memories of escaping from the estate of a South American drug lord after 

pulling off some covert op.  She has had legitimate alien abduction experiences 

and numerous ufo sightings but nevertheless, based on what I know of her case 

(which is quite a lot) I would classify her as a monarch survivor rather than a 

milab.   

 

 Trisha has been used against her will in pornography films.  This is not 

something that only female monarchs have had to endure.  I’ve spoken to three 

different female milabs that believe they have been used in pornographic films 

whilst in a mind controlled state.   

 

(Trisha made the mistake of giving her private journal to Mark Philips at a 

Survival Expo Conference in Las Vegas several years ago and has never gotten 

her journal back.  This journal provided details of military and satanic activity in 

the small California town in which she grew up.  I believe Cathy O’brien is a 

legitimate monarch but I also believe Mark Philips is still “on a leash.”  The 

information provided by Philips regarding Project Monarch is yet another exam-

ple of a “controlled leak” since it will never be taken seriously by the corporate 

media.   
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Moreover, Philips has emerged as “the savior” to many monarchs who are 

breaking programming and it is to him that they go to seek guidance and support, 

never realizing until it is too late that Philips may still be working for the other 

side.  I believe this was the intended result of his “escaping” with Cathy O’brien.  

Within the context of counterintelligence ops you sometimes have to give up 

something in order to net a greater return at some future date.  The Roswell case 

is another example of a controlled leak since it will never be taken seriously by 

the corporate media and academic community.  One outcome of the Roswell case 

is that it established the “bona fides of Kevin Randle within the UFO Research 

Community.  Randle has since emerged, along with his partner Russ Estes, as an 

arch debunker of alien abductions.  Go figure.)  

 

 Female milabs and female monarchs have both reported encounters with 

reptilians and with humans shapeshifting into reptilians.  (The phenomenon 

known as “shapeshifting” was well known long before David Icke’s seminal 

works on the subject.  Some of the earliest reported instances of shapeshifting 

involved not humans but “nordic” aliens shapeshifting into reptilians.  Reptilians 

have also been known to disguise themselves as “tall greys” and even human 

military personnel.)  Milabs tend to have more experiences with Greys, Nordics, 

Insectoids and other types of aliens as compared to monarchs.  Milabs have been 

used by both aliens and their military controllers to operate complex technology.  

Some milabs can even operate certain types of alien craft.  

 

 As is the case with some monarchs, certain milabs can, whilst in an 

altered state, speak foreign even “angelic” languages like Enochian.  Whereas 

most male monarchs have endured horrendous sexual abuse dating back to their 

childhoods, many male milabs appear not to have been sexually abused as chil-

dren.   

 

 Deciding who is a milab and who is a monarch is perhaps, a subjective 

thing.  Some believe that it is a pointless exercise and is “splitting hairs.”  To me 

and the many milabs I know, there is a difference.  Without exception, all the 

milabs I know have the utmost compassion and respect for monarchs.  There 

seems to be a number of milabs and monarchs who are consciously striving to 

advance the new world order agenda.  Within the ufo and mind control research 

community, there exists certain individuals who have made blatant efforts to 

disrupt the research efforts of others.  One such individual is Kurt Billings whom 

I interviewed once on the radio.   

 

 I couldn’t trust Kurt Billings as far as I could throw him but I interviewed 

him anyway at the request of a friend who didn’t really know much about him.  

During the interview, Billings drew my ire when he tried to debunk the concept 

of shapeshifting, which any alien abduction researcher worth his or her salt 

knows is a real phenomenon.  Billings kept talking about “hand signals” given to 

Arizona Wilder during her interview with David Icke on the “Revelations of a 

Mother Goddess” video but Billings was just blowing smoke.  I’ve watched that 
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interview numerous times and there is absolutely no evidence to indicate that 

Icke was doing anything to hypnotically manipulate Arizona Wilder.  At a ufo 

conference in the East Coast, Billings began a whispering campaign against a 

colleague of mine who was a scheduled speaker and managed to turn a few of the 

other researchers against my colleague.  Billings actually did me a favor because 

I’ve lost whatever respect I had for those individuals who Billings had manipu-

lated into disrespecting my colleague.  Even within the ufo and mind control 

research communities, there are some people who are absolutely incapable of 

independent thought and are thus putty in the hands of disrupters like Kurt 

Billings. 

 

 As stated above there are many milabs who work in a laboratory setting, 

as scientists, chemists, lab technicians and the like when they are in a mind 

controlled state.  The backgrounds of milabs run the gamut from having had no 

family connection to the military and aerospace community to those having 

family members on both sides involved with NASA, the Military, the CIA, and 

aerospace corporations like Lockheed. 

 

In summation, there are commonalities and differences between milabs 

and monarchs.    But milabs tend to be involved in much more “high tech” ops 

that at times involve non-human beings, super-advanced technology, and time 

travel.  Milab controllers have the marked ability to instantaneously seize milabs 

and bring them to a remote location anywhere in the world.  Milabs can train 

endlessly for days on end in another aspect of space/time and be returned back to 

their homes and only a few hours would have passed in this aspect of space/time.  

Milab controllers don’t have to use dissociative techniques such as the “splinter-

ing of the splinters” mentioned above to gain control of a milab’s consciousness.  

The military controllers are aware of the mind control exerted upon milabs by 

aliens. 

 

 At times the same techniques (however sadistic) may be used on both 

milabs and monarchs.  Hence the torture and sexual abuse reported by a number 

of female milabs.  It is not an “either-or” thing.  There are some grey areas and 

perhaps some degree of enmeshment and overlap between the two types of 

programs.  There are some milabs who have endured much childhood sexual 

abuse and even satanic ritual abuse well into adulthood but I would still classify 

them as milabs.  On the other hand, there are individuals like “Trisha” who has 

had numerous alien encounters but the overall nature of her experiences would 

lead me to classify her as a monarch.  For both milabs and monarchs, bloodline 

and genetics holds the key to understanding why they experience the things that 

they do.  There is a spiritual and supernatural component to the bloodlines and 

genetics of both milabs and monarchs which make them of supreme interest not 

only to the deep black human controllers, but to the dracs and reptilians who are 

ultimately in control of this planet. 
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What can milabs do about this? 
 

 Most milabs have been manipulated from birth.  I know of at least two 

cases where the mother of milab children had a relationship with an active duty 

navy man who was a pedophile.  This relationship was arranged so that the 

pedophile would have access to the young daughters and/or sons of the woman.  

The children would then be subjected to chronic sexual abuse and dissociation 

would result.  This opened the doors for mind control programs to be installed in 

the children.  It is likely that similar ploys using pedophiles from other branches 

of the military have been used to access a woman’s children.  There have been 

cases where young children who were the dependants of active duty military 

personnel were made to have epileptic seizures in order for the children to be 

manipulated and mind controlled at military hospitals.  The unsuspecting parents 

would take these children to these military hospitals believing that their children 

would receive the best care possible when in actuality, the children were being 

mind controlled at these places.  Other places where milabs have been trained, 

mind controlled and medically experimented upon include underground installa-

tions, above ground military installations, certain college universities and well 

known civilian hospitals.   

 

 A disturbing trend has emerged in which some milabs have become 

afflicted with debilitating and potentially fatal illnesses.  This is in addition to 

the chronic back pain that may develop from the physical and sexual abuse given 

to some female milabs.  Cancers of various types including brain cancer, have 

been reported.  Are these chronic and sometimes fatal diseases a by-product of 

the milabs being exposed to high energy fields and toxins?  Are the illnesses the 

result of the incessant and intrusive medical procedures that certain milabs 

receive?  Or are the milab controllers “rolling up” some of their assets by inflict-

ing these diseases upon milabs and hoping that whatever memories and secrets 

they have will die with them?  Do the milab handlers feel that certain milabs 

have outlived their usefulness?  One can only speculate.  I know that some 

milabs have been treated and cured of serious illnesses by their handlers through 

technology and treatments that are not allowed on the surface.  But were those 

diseases and ailments the result of being manipulated and used in the first place? 

 

 In all fairness I must add that some milabs report having a kinship with 

their controllers.  These milabs feel that the controllers have been protective 

towards them and solicitous of their health and well being.  Certain military 

groups have behaved with a remarkable degree of leniency towards their milabs.  

On the other hand, there are branches of the military which are notorious for 

their brutish and sadistic treatment of milabs.  Of course we can’t forget that all 

milabs started out as unwilling participants in these programs.  Sometimes the 

controllers start off the training being abusive and sadistic towards the milab.  

Later the nature of the relationship changes and the controllers become friend-

lier.  Perhaps it’s the carrot and stick approach.  It also seems that in the case of 

certain milabs, there may be more than one military controller group involved. 
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 Perhaps it’s just a case of some essentially good people (who may have 

slipped through the cracks) that work in these milab programs expressing con-

cern for another person.  Medical personnel, in particular nurses, have been 

described as being friendly.  For some reason certain milabs are given more 

information than others. 

 

 One female milab reported being raped by a military controller.  She was 

picked up by military personnel dressed in civilian clothes and driven in a van to 

an office building in her home town.  This office building turned out to be the 

local Federal Building where a number of federal agencies made their home.  She 

was then raped by a military officer she had seen during the course of her milab 

training in a nearby underground base.  She was later told by another military 

person that the offender was punished and was no longer working in that pro-

gram.  Prior to that experience, this female milab was gang raped by military 

personnel in the underground base.  During this horrendous gang rape experi-

ence, she was reminded by one of the military personnel present to dissociate 

like she did as a child when she was being molested by her step-father.  (This 

was one of the milabs mentioned above whose mother dated and eventually 

married a navy pedophile.)  The female milab is reminded that this dissociative 

ability exist within her so that in the event of another gang rape of her “on the 

surface” by other military personnel, rather than slip into a protective madness, 

she can simply dissociate and leave her body.   

 

 There have been cases of the controllers helping the milabs with finances 

and in obtaining employment and housing for them.  One female milab has told 

me that she was given considerable help from a mysterious correspondent who 

always seemed to know when she was in dire financial straights.  Just when she 

needed it most, a colored envelope containing money would arrive from this 

man.  The letters apparently came from Texas.  Controllers have also warned 

milabs about possible future accidents or mishaps.   

 

 Based on the anecdotal testimony of certain milabs it appears that some of 

the milab controller organizations have the ability to see into the future.  One 

female milab was shown what would happen to her if she took a particular route 

while driving.  In the possible future/virtual reality scene that was presented to 

her, she saw that she would be confronted by a large mud puddle in the middle of 

a road.  This was during a period of heavy rainfall which caused flooding, mud-

slides and the creation of sink-holes in some of the roads in her part of the 

country.  This was a possible future event:  If she drove into this mud puddle the 

car would sink up to its door handles in mud.  She was warned by a military 

person speaking in her mind to turn around and go in the opposite direction if she 

came across the same or a similar mud puddle. 

 

 The very next day, the female milab was driving around her town and was 

confronted by a mud puddle on the road.  Her children were in the car with her.  
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Remembering the future vision she had been shown by her military handlers, she 

reversed her car and executed a three-point turn.  Meanwhile a column of cars 

had formed behind her car.  Angry and impatient motorists were honking their 

horns and yelling rude comments like “What are you doing you stupid bitch?!”  

After she executed the three-point turn she pulled off to the side of the road and 

watched as the other motorists drove by.  Some of them were “giving her the 

finger” as they drove past.  The first two cars quickly sank in the mud up to their 

door handles, just as she had been shown in the virtual reality.  The two drivers 

who were haranguing her earlier about backing her car up were now imploring 

her to use her cell phone to call for help.  The female milab yelled back “so who 

is the stupid bitch now?” 

 

 Milabs have been warned about getting involved with certain ufo re-

searchers.  The milabs were told that a particular ufo researcher was untrust-

worthy or in some cases was actually under mind control and was working 

unwittingly towards an agenda set forth by his or her controllers.   

 

 It may be desirable, from the deep black military standpoint, that at least 

some  milabs survive the coming cataclysms on the surface.  The cards have been 

stacked against milabs.  In my opinion the deep black operations involving 

aliens, alien technology and milabs are the most secretive operations on this 

planet.  Milabs don’t have to infiltrate such operations.  They are already in 

them.  So milabs might as well try to make the best of the situation.  The great 

Chinese Military Philosopher Sun Tzu believed in turning weaknesses into 

strengths. 

 

 In my considered opinion, milabs stand the best chance of surviving the 

coming and inevitable cataclysms on the surface, manmade and natural, com-

pared to the rest of the surface population.  If milabs can access those parts of 

their mind where knowledge and technical know-how is stored, it will immeas-

urably enhance their chances of survival. 

 

 It is important that milabs don’t succumb to the standard psyops that are 

being utilized against the American public.  Many Americans can care less about 

the genocide meted out to the Lebanese people and the Palestinians in the West 

Bank and Gaza Strip.  To many Americans, arabs and muslims have become the 

“undifferentiated demonic other” and hence deserve to be completely extermi-

nated.  The American public is oblivious of the fact that American snipers are 

shooting unarmed civilians in Baghdad and throughout Iraq for no reason at all.  

Ambulances are being targeted by American forces.  These are unpleasant facts 

but they are happening.  Americans need to arm themselves with knowledge.  

Anyone with a library card or access to the internet can confirm these unpleasant 

facts.  Iraqis are subject to homes invasions by American troops and having their 

possessions looted and ransacked.  Countless Iraqi women have been detained 

illegally and raped.  Iraqi males have been detained and tortured for no good 

reason.  Last but certainly not least, there has been a deliberate policy to stir up a 
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hornets nest of sectarian violence.  The old tried and true method of “divide and 

conquer” has been utilized pitting Sunnis against Shias.  I highly recommend the 

book “Baghdad Burning:  Girl Blog From Iraq” by an Iraqi woman known only 

as “Riverbend.”  This book is a collection of daily blog entries written by an 

Iraqi female blogger who describes daily life in Baghdad under military occupa-

tion.  What she describes can one day be a reality for millions of Americans:  

Lack of electricity; Lack of running water; Harrasment from occupation forces; 

Neighbors and friends being shot at merely for being at the wrong place at the 

wrong time and gang violence.  This already happened in New Orleans in the 

aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. 

 

 Some milabs have been conditioned to feel hatred and hostility towards 

arabs and muslims.  Milabs, like all segments of society, must arm themselves 

with the facts. I cannot stress this enough.  Hamas was a creation of Shin Bet, the 

Israeli Internal Security Service.  No less an authority than former U.S. Ambas-

sador to Saudi Arabia Charles Freeman has stated this for the record.  Shin Bet 

used Hamas to factionalize and Islamicize the PLO in the West Bank and Gaza.  

Financed and armed by Shin Bet, Hamas attacked Yassar Arafat’s Al-Fatah 

organization in the West Bank and Gaza.  It must be remembered that the PLO is 

largely a secular organization.  Its goal of an independent Palestinian State ran 

counter to Hamas’ desires for a pan-islamic theologically oriented Middle East.  

Hamas was the best thing that ever happened to the Likud Bloc of the Israeli 

government. 

 

 Hamas itself was spawned from the Muslim Brotherhood which for many 

years has served U.S., Israeli and Jordanian interest.  The U.S. has used the 

Muslim Brotherhood to destabilize Nasser’s regime in the late 1950s.  The U.S. 

also used the Muslim Brotherhood and its various off-shoots (including the 

dreaded Al-Qaeda) to destabilize the former Soviet Union’s Central Asian Re-

publics.  The Israelis used the Muslim Brotherhood to commit acts of terrorism 

against the Assad regime in Syria.  The Jordanians used the Muslim Brotherhood 

for the same purpose.  During the Lebanese Civil War, the Israelis used the 

Muslim Brotherhood against the PLO in Lebanon. 

 

 Fomenting Muslim unrest in what former National Security Advisor 

Zbigniew Brzezinski referred to as “The Arc of Islam” along the southern border 

of the former Soviet Union was part and parcel of the strategy to manipulate the 

Soviets into invading Afghanistan.  It is an established fact that the CIA, the 

Saudi Intelligence Service, the Pakistani Interservices Intelligence (I.S.I.), the 

Jordanian Army and Intelligence Service,   the Egyptian Army and Intelligence 

Service and Communist China’s Peoples Liberation Army and Military Intelli-

gence Service known as the Er Bu, have all played a role in training and arming 

thousands of militant muslims to fight against the Soviets in Afghanistan and in 

Chechnaya.   
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(These thousands of battle hardened “jihadist” are ready made patsies for any 

and all “terrorists” atrocities anywhere in the world.  It is a supreme irony to me 

that U.S. Special Operations Forces are chasing after Al-Qaeda and Chechayan 

Muslims in Afghanistan when many of these same “terrorists” were trained by 

U.S. Army Special Forces and U.S. Naval Special Warfare personnel during the 

Soviet Occupation of Afghanistan.  Anyone with a library card can confirm this 

for themselves.  There are countless people within the U.S. Military that are 

absolutely incapable of independent thought.) 

 

 Major western financial institutions like Chase, Goldman Sachs, and 

Citibank just to name a few have provided financial experts, technicians and 

computer equipment which modernized the Islamic banking system, thus turning 

“Economic Islam” into a modern day power.  Economic Islam makes up the triad 

of western sponsored Islamism:  Political Islam, Militant Islam and Economic 

Islam.  All have been nurtured and sponsored by Western (read U.S., British and 

Israeli) governments for purposes that are only now becoming clear.  These are 

all easily confirmable facts. 

 

 Now we are being told that Hezbolla and Al-Qaeda are allies.  This is 

patently absurd.  Iran, which sponsors Hezbollah, a Shia organization, has for 

many years sponsored Shia terrorist activities against Saudi interest.  In return 

the Saudis have utilized militant Sunni and in particular Wahhabist terrorists 

against Iranian interest.  Iran has evinced an anti-Taliban and hence anti-Saudi 

and anti-Pakistani attitude for many years.  This is due in part to the Taliban’s 

persecution of Shias in Afghanistan during the U.S. supported reign of the 

Taliban.  Wahhabism is the extremely militant form of Sunni Islam which origi-

nated in Saudi Arabia.  The Saudis and the Pakistanis to name just two, want no 

part of Iran’s Shia fundamentalism.  But to most Americans, heavily indoctri-

nated and propagandized by the so-called school system and the corporate media, 

all muslims are perceived as the “undifferentiated demonic other.”  Most Ameri-

cans think of all arabs and muslims as the same:  Just a bunch of raghead terror-

ists. 

 

 A milab can be forgiven for being compelled to act out against muslims 

whilst in a mind controlled state.  After all, he or she is not in their right state of 

mind.  But during their normal waking consciousness they cannot and must not 

succumb to this very basic form of public brainwashing.  I have known milabs, 

some quite intelligent ones, who become extremely militant the moment the war 

drums begin beating and the corporate media begins the bullfrogs chorus for war.  

These milabs should know better but they still fall into this externally imposed 

mindset. 

 

 If and when martial law is imposed upon America and all hell is breaking 

loose, milabs must retain their integrity and moral conscience.  Just because 

others, especially foreign troops are raping and murdering our citizens, it doesn’t 
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give milabs the right to do the same thing.  It is our nobility of spirit which 

separates humans from the lower orders of beings. 

 

 It gives one pause for thought when you consider which countries are 

America’s NATO and United Nations allies.  Turkey is an ally and it was Turk-

ish troops who committed genocide against the Armenian people in 1915.  At 

least a million Armenians were slaughtered.  In addition the Turks have wiped 

out thousands of Kurds over the years.  In 1971 the Pakistani Army committed a 

rape/genocide in East Pakistan, now known as Bangladesh, which resulted in the 

murders of anywhere from one million to three million innocent people.  It would 

come as no surprise to me to one day find Turkish and Pakistani troops patrolling 

American streets and conducting “peace enforcement” operations on behalf of 

the United Nations.  Some of the Pakistani troops currently involved in the 

United Nations ops in the Democratic Republic of the Congo have been involved 

in sexually enslaving Congolese women and young girls.  DynCorp, hired by the 

U.S. State Department, is a privatized military/security firm that has been impli-

cated in the wholesale capture and sexual enslavement of literally hundreds of 

thousands of women and young girls in Southeastern Europe during and after the 

Balkans conflict.  United Nations troops in the Balkans known by the oxymo-

ronic “United Nations Protection Force” or UNPROFOR have been involved in 

the sexual enslavement of women and young girls in the Balkans as well.  Re-

member that some milab controllers have warned milabs to not trust their own 

military.  This is the kind of environment and the types of atrocities we can 

expect in America in the aftermath of a State Of National Emergency. 

 

 Milabs can and will survive the coming state of National Emergency in 

this country.  Just keep your wits about you.  Attach yourselves to people who 

can retain their composure in the most dire of circumstances.  Stock up with food 

and water.  Do not, I repeat, do not go to any “community centers” and “emer-

gency centers” established at public schools and other places during a period of 

civil unrest or national emergency.  That will be a one way trip.  I highly rec-

ommend the book “The SAS Survival Handbook: How to survive in the wild, in 

any climate, on land or at sea” by former British SAS Survival Instructor John 

“Lofty” Wiseman.  Watch “Survivorman” on Discovery Science channel.  This 

program features a survival expert showing the different ways a human being can 

survive in various environments.  Some female milabs make ideal leaders so 

male milabs shouldn’t let their egos get in the way of their survival. 

 

 I have purposely withheld a lot of information about milabs.  The reason I 

have done so is because the primary purpose for writing this treatise is to ensure 

that at least some of the milabs out there know that they are not alone and that 

they stand a good chance of surviving what is to befall this country.  There is 

some information which if released will jeopardize the safety and security of 

milabs and that I will never do.   
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This treatise is dedicated to the memory of Marianne Clavet.  Marianne was 

a friend and research colleague of the late Dr. Karla Turner.  Marianne was 

a protégé of Barbara Bartholic.  She was a dear friend to me and a number 

of others who conduct this kind of research.  Marianne was an abductee and 

a milab.  She was a true spiritual warrior and I cherish the memory of her 

every day.  Her last name of Clavet means “Keeper of the keys to knowl-

edge” which is very apt.  Her bravery and courage will serve as an inspira-

tion to all of us who carry on this work. 

 

This treatise is also dedicated to the memory of Charlotte Boudreaux.  

Charlotte was a friend of Marianne Clavet and a confidant to Barbara 

Bartholic.  Charlotte was an alien abductee and milab who was forced to 

endure extremely painful medical experimentation by the military. 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

   


